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What makes us different

A LEADING TECHNOLOGY AND 
BUSINESS CONSULTANCY

Trusted by our clients, we collaborate to advise and 
deliver complex, innovative technology, engineering and 
industry solutions that millions of people use every day.

26
locations across the US,
Europe, UK and Australia

2,000
talented people working

together on complex projects
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> 29 years of award-winning delivery experience
> Recognised as Leading Management Consultants by the FT in 2020, 21 & 22
> End-to-end focus: from strategy to delivery and management
> Award-winning Enterprise Agile approach
> X7 Microsoft Gold Partner and AWS Public Sector Partner of the Year
> We overlay our industry experience to add value to our digital expertise
> Investing in future innovators, creative thinkers and problem-solvers
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For 10 years, BJSS has worked with the NHS to deliver a 
range of critical digital systems including NHS Spine, 
e-Referral Service, NHS App, NHS login and NHS.uk
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National bodies

Local health 
and social care

Other 
health

BJSS HEALTH & SOCIAL CARE 
INDUSTRY CREDENTIALS

Winners

The Florence Nightingale 
Award for Excellence in 

Healthcare Data Analytics

Winners

British Computing Society 
John Perry

Prize



CARE FERTILITY 
2.
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> Infertility – affects 1 in 6 couples
> Infertility is the inability to get pregnant even after having frequent and 

unprotected sex for one year.

> In UK 23% chance of a live birth for every embryo 
transferred

CARE FERTILITY
LARGEST PROVIDER OF IVF IN UK
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Over 10,000 Cycles performed per year

Over 35000 Babies born to date
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Driving new innovations
and excellence to improve
patient care and outcomes
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Many factors influence the chance of a 
successful outcome

Our aim is to improve embryo selection 
to maximise the chance of success

Female age remains the most important 
variable when considering the chance of live 
birth

Selecting the best embryo 'first time' can 
reduce the time it takes to get pregnant.



IVF TREATMENT AND 
TIME-LAPSE IMAGING

3.
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> 5000 images captured for each embryo
> Key timed events are manually determined by the embryologist.
> Manual annotation takes around 2mins per embryo
> Key development events linked to known live birth outcome are 

investigated to predict the potential of an embryo to make a 
baby.

> CAREMAPS® ranks the embryo's chance of success and 
outperforms morphology alone.

TIMELAPSE IMAGING AND 
EMBRYO SELECTION
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Timelapse imagery captures the change in 
the embryo appearance over time.
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4 snapshot observationsStandard culture



> Commercial AI in development to 
identify 'Best' embryos.

> CARE has a large quality data set-
known outcome embryo images.

> CARE approached BJSS for a tailored 
AI solution.

> Two approaches considered
> Aim to save time, remove bias

and improve CAREMAPS®

AI TO ENHANCE EMBRYO 
ANNOTATION AND SELECTION
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Can AI be as effective at embryo selection 
as an experienced embryologist?



HOW TO MAKE AN AI 
EMBRYOLOGIST

4.
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> Working with approximately 75,000 embryos
> Roughly 500 million individual images
> ~1 million annotations

> Algorithms deployed on ~9 years of data stored in 
Azure Cloud

> Modern Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (DCNNs) and 
Time Series Analysis

APPROACH & ARCHITECTURE
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> Objective
> Predict as accurately as possible the exact moment of each 

development
> 2-stage approach:

> Image analysis: EfficientNet learns to understand and 
categorise image contents

> Time series analysis: TCN learns to identify the signals 
where these image contents change to mimic human 

> Pre-processing using classical CV and focal stacking

A DEEPER LOOK
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INTEGRATING SUBJECTIVITY
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> Custom objective function accounting for 
human subjectivity

> "Soft localization" loss function 
described in above paper

> Loss does not punish small annotation 
errors

> The forgiveness is proportional 
the human subjectivity for each 
annotation



OVERVIEW
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OVERVIEW
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> Direct AI Prediction
> Current BJSS best model matches CAREmaps for 

identifying best embryos
> Low interpretability for embryologists

> CAREmaps + AI Annotation
> AI annotation feeds CAREmaps directly

> Quality of live birth predictions using at least as good 
as with manual annotations, while being more 
consistent

> Transparent; uses well-studied inputs which are 
understood to predict embryo quality well

Probability of Live Birth

Direct AI Prediction

AI Annotation

BLAST6

Outperforms best in market auto-annotation solution provided 
by a leading AI Embryology company



PRODUCTIONISATION
4.
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CONCLUSIONS
5.
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> Deep-learning-based computer vision very effective at exploiting historical medical data, especially in a 
data-rich environment

> Currently working to productionise the AI solution to roll out to all CARE clinics.
> CARE + BJSS were able to develop a best-in-market solution in a short time using modern methods
> Deployment in clinics will save hours of embryologist and clinician time per week
> AI driven CAREMAPS® is to be used prospectively with the potential to improve the chance of a 

patient having a live birth outcome

CONCLUSIONS
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